Holman Will Fight Suspension; Clerk Fired For "Irregularities"; Ed Chenetisz Re-eligible

Former basketball coach Nat Holman revealed last night that he was returning at an early date from Madrid, Spain, to contest his suspension from the college's faculty without pay by the Board of Education Committee on Intercollegiate Basketball. Holman was suspended on Monday evening for "conduct unbecoming a teacher and neglect of duty." Frank S. Lloyd, former chairman of the Hygiene Department, was also temporarily dismissed pending departmental trial.

Yesterday, Judith Feinstein, a clerk in the Placement Division of the Department of Student Life at the Downtown Center of the college, was relieved of her duties for "irregularities in her conducting of makeup examinations for athletes."

The BHE report exonerated Ed Chenetisz, south American, for all guilt in connection with the tampering of grades on the record cards. Chenetisz, a senior at the college, is again eligible to participate in basketball examinations. 

Bobby Sand said last night that there was "no secret" about the letter which he had sent to Ed Warner in June 1960. The letter (full text on page 4) stated that should Warner sign an affidavit to go on a trip to South America, he would not be held personally responsible for the letter. The letter in form. It would be possible, then, to use an alternate alternate, wrote Sand, and he

The convictions of Nat Holman, Frank S. Lloyd, and Bobby Sand "are fully justified. Up to this point, the burden of blame for the basketball scandal had rested solely upon the convicted athletes, an unfair burden at best. With the Committee's disclosures, the situation takes on a different perspective. The players are by no means absolved, but the report's revelations serve to focus the blame on the more responsible individuals."

Holman, Lloyd, and Sand must share equal guilt with the athletes for the corruption in City College basketball. They took no bribes, but they did foster a system which permitted temptation and the ensuing ill which has cursed basketball.

The convicted athletes were not re-admitted to the College. "The belief that they had violated their right to attend this institution seems to have been accepted. In light of this, we believe that the trio scored by the report has similarly forfeited its right to remain at this institution. If emphasis is to have any concrete meaning, if we are to initiate a new and clean athletic policy, we must clean house completely."

For this reason, we question the completeness of the report. We wonder if Sam Winograd should not share the guilt with Holman, Lloyd and Sand. The fact that he has cooperated with the Committee in no way negates any role he may have played in the overall set-up. A more thorough review of this phase of the investigation is definitely called for.

We wonder if the Committee's aim was strictly accurate when it implicated Judith Feinstein for "irregularities" resulting from her procedures in conducting make-up examinations. In what way was she specifically remiss in her duties? As of now she has been given no reason for her dismissal. The college does not have to bring charges to have

The suspensions of Nat Holman, Frank S. Lloyd, and Bobby Sand by the Board of Higher Education's Committee on Intercollegiate Basketball, are fully justified. Up to this point, the burden of blame for the basketball scandal had rested solely upon the convicted athletes, an unfair burden at best. With the Committee's disclosures, the situation takes on a different perspective. The players are by no means absolved, but the report's revelations serve to focus the blame on the more responsible individuals.

Holman, Lloyd and Sand must share equal guilt with the athletes for the corruption in City College basketball. They took no bribes, but they did foster a system which permitted temptation and the ensuing ill which has cursed basketball.

The convicted athletes were not re-admitted to the College. The belief that they had violated their right to attend this institution seems to have been accepted. In light of this, we believe that the trio scored by the report has similarly forfeited its right to remain at this institution. If emphasis is to have any concrete meaning, if we are to initiate a new and clean athletic policy, we must clean house completely.

For this reason, we question the completeness of the report. We wonder if Sam Winograd should not share the guilt with Holman, Lloyd and Sand. The fact that he has cooperated with the Committee in no way negates any role he may have played in the overall set-up. A more thorough review of this phase of the investigation is definitely called for.

We wonder if the Committee's aim was strictly accurate when it implicated Judith Feinstein for "irregularities" resulting from her procedures in conducting make-up examinations. In what way was she specifically remiss in her duties? As of now she has been given no reason for her dismissal. The college does not have to bring charges to have
her fired; however, since City College is a democratic institution, we hope that President Gallagher will see fit to make public all the factors involved in Miss Feinstein’s removal.

There is, however, some good news in this sad Report. Ed Chenetz, Max Biggery and Arnie Smith have been completely exonerated of any involvement in the tampering with their entrance records. This comes too late to benefit Bragen and Smith who are no longer at the college, but Ed Chenetz will once more be able to play. We applaud the revelation of their innocence. It is the so-called “silver lining” in this whole mess.

The Report, it seems to us, has irrevocably sounded the death knell of “Big-Time Sports” at City College. The removal of Nat Holman from his perch as God of the hardwood court and his complete disqualification from the court are signals that this is the final stage. There are still too many unanswered questions. Everything must be uncovered and cleaned out before we can start over again with a clean slate. A single vestige of the “Big-Time” dynasty at the college makes a new and antiseptic approach impossible.

In conclusion, we wish to reiterate that we approve of the complete change in athletic policy and the belief that Lloyd could not work well with it.

The Men

Internationally known, Prof. Nat Holman had been head basketball coach at CCNY since 1917. A member of the original Cotillion, Nat made basketball and City College synonymous in New York. The holder of the 1950 Coach of the Year Award is now vacationing in Europe.

Harry “Bobby” Sand is an alumnus of Holman’s cage tutoring and a member of one of the greatest teams since 1939 when he was a fellow in the Department of Economics. Receiving fame as Holman’s right hand man during the Grand Slam tournaments, Bobby received tenure in the Hygiene Department in 1950. Before his suspension on Monday he was on the payroll but unsalaried. The scandal first involved Sand when General Sessions Judge Streit named him as front man for the $100.00 bribe.

The Events

A BHE committee revealed one year ago today that the records of various members of the City College Basketball team had been tampered with. The next step in the scandal came last July when a committee headed by ex-president Harry Wright announced the removal of Frank Lloyd from the Hygiene Department. Dr. Wright named Sand as chairman of the Hygiene Department. Prof. Sam Winograd was reappointed to teaching posts in the department.

After a long wait the Board of Higher Education last Monday suspended Holman, Sand and Lloyd.

Scandal Chronology Began Feb. ’51; Three Were Big Names at College

CCNY recruiting policy for athletes.

Professor Frank Lloyd was Chairman of the Department of Hygiene from 1944 until last July when President Harry N. Wright relieved him of the post. The dismissal was because of the complete change in athletic policy and the belief that Lloyd could not work well with it.

Merry Xmas

It will be a bosom holiday for Students and Juniors who order in time for delivery. This year the report is reserved by many classes and is expected to sell out. It will be a joy to receive.

Merry Xmas: January 1

The Events

A BHE committee revealed one year ago today that the records of various members of the City College Basketball team had been tampered with. The next step in the scandal came last July when a committee headed by ex-president Harry Wright announced the removal of Frank Lloyd from the Hygiene Department. Dr. Wright named Sand as chairman of the Hygiene Department. Prof. Sam Winograd was reappointed to teaching posts in the department.

After a long wait the Board of Higher Education last Monday suspended Holman, Sand and Lloyd.

Scandal Chronology Began Feb. ’51; Three Were Big Names at College

CCNY recruiting policy for athletes.

Professor Frank Lloyd was Chairman of the Department of Hygiene from 1944 until last July when President Harry N. Wright relieved him of the post. The dismissal was because of the complete change in athletic policy and the belief that Lloyd could not work well with it.
The Committee on Intercollegiate Basketball will be charged with duties usually but not automatically delegated to it in the past. The final decision concerning the basketball situation will be made by the President of the College.

The Committee has been charged with the following duties:

1. To investigate the matter of basketball players not being able to participate in basketball games as a result of their having attended high schools in which basketball was played in an improper manner.

2. To determine the responsibility for the administration of intercollegiate athletics and for the promotion of the athletic program.

3. To recommend to the President what changes should be made in administration, faculty, and athletics programs.

4. To cooperate with the public authorities in the investigation of charges of conduct unbecoming a teacher, negligence of duty, and disobedience of a direction of the President.

5. To cooperate with the public authorities in the investigation of charges of bribery made against City College players.

The Committee will be free to employ the services of any person or persons it may desire and to pay such persons for their services.

The Committee is composed of the following members:

President Wright, Chairman
Professor Frank S. Lloyd
Professor Samuel Holman
Professor Harry Sand
Professor Frank Lloyd
Professor Samuel Winograd

The Committee is authorized to proceed with its work without reference to the President of the College. The Committee will report its findings to the President of the College as soon as possible.

Dear Edward,

I am enclosing an affidavit for you to sign and to return to me in the enclosed envelope.

Now hear me out on the matter of the affidavit form. First—if you sign it and send back the form to me, formal approval will be given. Second—if you hold you personally to the promise of your affidavit form. With Sam and Nat away let us say "Act of God"—hurt ankle, or don't sign. Nat and Sam won't cheated them out of the trip.

Excerpts from Bobby Sand letter to Ed Warner about Latin America.

With the "kick" going to the boys. Therefore I don't feel there will be any loss on your part if you do go.

b. In your ordinary lifetime, won't be able to afford a trip to So. America. You'll be married and tied down—and the cost of $3,000 won't be an easy chunk to take out of your pocket at that time. We don't get invitations to go every day. Therefore—Brazil, Uruguay, and Argentina is a pleasant prospect.

c. You can't figure what contacts you may make and the possible influence they may exert on your future life. Look at Sonny Jameson on our trip to California 2 years ago. Frank Walsh, Cow Palace promoter, took a liking to him and for the trip—as in the case of Clair Bee—will go to you fellows. I'm very deeply grateful to you and other members of our champion ship team. You made my tenure possible and I was satisfied if you signed and sent the form to me.

d. You will be playing without pressure. To win won't be most important thing at this time. And to have you play once again with me will always be a source of deep satisfaction to me. We can have fun if you decide to come. The monies I would get for the trip—as in the case of Clair Bee—will go to you fellows. I'm very deeply grateful to you and other members of our champion ship team. You made my tenure possible and I was satisfied if you signed and sending the form to me.

Sincerely yours — Bobby Sand

Holman ---
(Continued from Page One)

make. (The college does not have to raise any charges in this case.) Miss Feinstein, of 1268 Stratford Ave., the Bronx, graduated from City College in 1947 with a degree in education. She had been employed by the college for six years. Ed Cheneuil yesterday was un­certain whether he would play basketball again.
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Barnard Permission, U.S.A.-of 1212 Grand Concourse, Bronx, also said that Sand was just taking orders. If he were not, he would have been fired. Sand should therefore not have been suspended.
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**ASK YOUR DEALER FOR CHESTERFIELD—EITHER WAY YOU LIKE THEM**

Buy CHEST-EF-FELD. Much Milder

---

Students Show Mixed Feelings

Arnaud Drucker, L.P., of 1212 Grand Concourse, Bronx, also said that Sand was just taking orders. If he were not, he would have been fired. Sand should therefore not have been suspended.

At the beginning and at the end of the six-month period each smoker was given a thorough examination, including X-ray pictures, by the medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose, ears and throat.

The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of the group, stated: "It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and accessory organs of all participating subjects examined by me were not adversely affected in the six-month period by smoking the cigarettes provided."

---